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What will we do today?

Define 
Technology 

Language
Learning

Apps 

A History 
Lesson In the home







What is technology? 



the tools we use



What tech do you have in your 
classroom?
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The biggest change 
in a century?

The same thing on a different mode



 hardware vs software



 What is edtech?



Educational Technology 



edtech
 /ˈedˌtek/



EdTech refers to software designed to 
enhance teacher-led learning in 
classrooms and improve students' 
education outcomes. 



EdTech refers to software designed to 
enhance learning and improve outcomes. 



What tech do your 
students have at home?





We can now connect learning from 
the home to the class room 



but before that....



A history lesson 
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2020-2025
Adaptive Learning

Personalized Learning
Augmented Reality 

Game Based Learning
Machine Learning

Learning Data 
Ai



For the first time in 100 years we 
have a real opportunity to change 
education



this will happen on apps & online
it will be software 
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but....



Can you learn a 
language on an app?



What language 
learning apps do 
you know? 



Language Learning APPs 

Apps are changing 
how we access 
language learning 
around the world





How can we assess a 
language learning app? 



A model for choosing an app 
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Is it free or subscription?

Will it work with my learning management system (LMS)? 

Is it easy to install and set up? 

http://neatoday.org/2019/07/24/how-to-evaluate-tech-tools-youve-never-
used-in-less-than-seven-minutes/



Is it engaging? 
Does it show progress?
Does it develop the 4Cs?
Does it increase in difficulty?
How much content does it have? 
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http://neatoday.org/2019/07/24/how-to-evaluate-tech-tools-youve-never-used-in-less-than-seven-minutes/

A model for choosing an app 



Let's look at two apps
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Engaging game play 

Stages & Levels 

Progress Reporting 

Rewards 

Adaptive Learning 

Develops 4Cs 

Content 

Cost 





Activities are multiple choice

Simple, easy to use 



Activities scaffold
Gradually increasing in 
difficulty



Progress monitoring 

Adaptive learning  



Voice recognition 
activities



translation activities

Note: 
these translations are how Duolingo make money



You earn XP points 
and can track your time on 
app over days 



Engaging game play 

Stages & Levels 

Progress Reporting 

Rewards 

Adaptive Learning 

Develops 4Cs 

Variety of Content 

Language Production

Cost 





Available on

Phone 
Tablet 

PC



Comprehensive Content ys 



Game play is 
scaffolded and 
encourages 
some critical 
thinking



Has a linear curriculum 
3 levels, 24 units per level



Simple rewards for 
students



Parents & teachers can 
track child progress on 
the appays 



Parents and teachers can 
see specific lexical items 
that each individual student 
needs more focus on. ys 



Teachers can see which lexical 
items their whole class is doing 
well with or needs work on. s 



Teachers can see which 
an overview of all their 
students current progress



Engaging game play 

Stages & Levels 

Progress Reporting 

Rewards 

Adaptive Learning 

Develops 4Cs 

Variety of Content 

Language Production

Cost 



Expanding on the tech



Provide further
learning opportunities 
at home



What can you do right now! 



App games & offline extras

































Engaging & 
Motivating 

Personalized 
Learning

Self Learning 

Increases 
Exposure

Benefits



Integrate apps into learning
Take online offline
Experiment where possible
Opportunities to enhance learning 





An app based option










